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to fall into water it becomes dispersed, and, if the water is now \iewed
against the light in a test-tube, myriads of minute wriggling worms may
be seen. They are just visible to the naked eye and can be easily demon-
strated by a hand lens. The embryo
is about one-fiftieth of an inch in
length and one-fifteen-hundredth of
an inch in breadth at the widest part.	\j
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fig. 6—Guinea-worm embryos:
note long sharp-pointed tail, x 100
The body terminates in a very long,
sharp-pointed, bristle-like tail, the
function of which will be referred to
presently (see Fig. 6).
Fedchenko showed as long ago as
1870 that the young guinea-worms
will die in water in three or four days.
They will not grow or develop further
unless they can enter the "body of
a minute crustacean called cyclops.
These cyclops abound in the water of
wells and tanks in many parts of the
tropics as well as in other parts of
the world. A cyclops measures about
one-twentieth of an inch in length
and about one-eightieth of an inch in breadth. It is a lozenge-shaped,
semi-transparent, shrimp-like animal easily seen, when looked for, by
the naked eye as it swims in water with a jerky movement.
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fig. 7.—(a) Female cyclops with coiled guinea-worm embryos in stomach two
hours after feeding on them; (&) cyclops with guinea-worm embryos in haemocoele
some days after feeding on them, x 70
Leiper (1906) was the first to show that cyclops feed upon guinea-worm Entrance of
embryos and that the worm enters the body of a cyclops through its Cyclops mt°
mouth and not by piercing the hard integument with its sharp tail, as
Fedchenko supposed. When a cyclops is examined under a micro-

